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TYLER S.

Parent Guide
PARENT GUIDE FOR TYLER
What an innovative idea! Tyler has a natural strength for coming up with outside-the-box
solutions.

REVIEW OF TYLER'S KOLBE Y™ RESULT
KOLBE ACTION MODES®

KOLBE
STRENGTHS™
SIMPLIFY
ADAPT
INNOVATE
BUILD

Your child is perfectly capable of solving problems and his four most natural ways, his
strengths, are depicted above in his Kolbe Chart.
He’s terrific at taking on challenges, especially when they require physical activity.
He is a natural at being the first person to take a hands-on risk.
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KOLBE ACTION MODES®
There are four Kolbe Action Modes identified across the top of the Kolbe chart.
Each Action Mode represents a pattern of behavior. The four Action Modes are:

Fact Finder:

The instinct to gather and
share information

Follow Thru:

The instinct to sort and
store

Quick Start:

The instinct to deal with risk
and uncertainty

Implementor:

The instinct to handle space
and tangible objects

Each Action Mode describes a continuum of
behavior that moves from preventing problems
(at the top of the continuum) to initiating
solutions (at the other end).
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What is the Parent Guide?
Know thyself. It’s been good advice for thousands of years. Kolbe Y™ Index results help
kids know themselves and their natural talents (though they haven’t been around for
thousands of years). This guide to Tyler's natural talents will help you support him in
understanding and developing those talents.
We all have to learn how to use our god-given talents while living in the world as it is. Our
philosophy is that everyone, including kids, needs to be responsible for how they use their
natural strengths. Children will be most successful doing that when they have loving
parents and others who support them.

By understanding the basic nature of your child’s conative talents, you'll be able to
anticipate some of those issues, and lead your child toward solutions. Keep in mind,
though, that there's a lot going on with any child, and other factors will affect how he
behaves. Sometimes kids aren't motivated to take action toward a goal, so you may not
see that strength.
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The Conables® tricks are examples about how to
handle school work and other topics.
They will help you see how Tyler needs to operate to achieve the best possible results.
Use them as starting points for long-term conversations with your child, while also
avoiding needless conflicts between the two of you.
If you have taken the Kolbe A Index, you'll notice a few differences between the result that
kids get and your own Kolbe result. One important difference is that the Youth Index
result shows where your child's talent in an Action Mode is, but doesn't give a number to
describe each. We do this for two reasons.

1

First, kids and parents focus too much on the numbers and may think that a
higher number is a "better" score.

2

Second, we've seen that kids' scores are not quite as precise as adults' and
should be reported in broader ranges rather than a single number.

3

Additionally, we encourage you to go over Tyler's Kolbe Y Index result with
him.

That result displays just a few of his talents so he can focus on key points that will drive his
success. Combining the Parent Guide and Kolbe Y information will help you better
understand Tyler's talents and gain ideas for empowering actions that fit. With this guide
you're taking an important first step.
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What is Fact Finder?
Fact Finder is the Action Mode that deals with the need to probe. It is how we gather and share
information.

Tyler's Fact Finder Talent
Tyler's strength in Fact Finder is to Simplify
the information. You will see him do all or some
of these:

Estimate or guess
Abbreviate the historical background
Isolate the crucial material
Stick with the basic hypothesis
Condense the data

Tyler's Strength
Simplifying

Explaining

Tyler has a terrific talent for solving problems, even with
very little information. He helps a team succeed by not
overanalyzing. This keeps projects from getting stalled
or sidetracked. His outstanding ability to touch on lots
of topics helps him know a little about everything.

Researching
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When Tyler studies, he doesn't have to pay attention to every detail. He should
pick out the facts he thinks will be on the test, and those that are important for
his understanding. If he remembers those, and doesn't waste energy on the less
important things, he is likely to get better results.

Recognizing His Talent
When he is asked a lot of questions, he might assume people mistrust him. He
may find it hard if he is asked to explain the reasons for some of the things he
does. Remind him that others may have a need for the details even though he
doesn’t. He can ask his own questions to gain an understanding of what exactly
is being asked of him.

What Not To Do
A sure way to frustrate your child is to ask him to keep giving you more details.
Listen to the focus of his story and ask questions around the main points.
Additionally, asking Tyler to justify answers with facts, figures, books, and
citations will only be frustrating and may evoke a sense that his strength for
simplifying is not valued.

Practical Suggestions
Tyler should use anything that keeps him doing what he does best -- skimming
information for key points rather than reading every word. Highlighting
information with a yellow marker can make his life easier. As well as using
indexes and chapter or section headings to help him find what he needs.
Remind him about watching for italics or bold sentences to help locate key
ideas.
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What is Follow Thru?
Follow Thru is the Action Mode that deals with the need for organization. It is how we sort and
store things or ideas.

Tyler's Follow Thru Talent
Tyler's strength in Follow Thru is to Adapt to
whatever comes up. You will see him do all or
some of these:

Create an outline
Juggle many projects at one time
Keep everything needed around him
Create shortcuts
Thrive on interruptions

Tyler's Strength
Adapting

Maintaining

One of Tyler's strengths is that he doesn't have to
follow the same old path. Rules weren't made to be
broken, but if there's a better way, he's all for it. Rather
than sticking to routines or instructions made by
others, he's good at finding shortcuts. You'll probably
notice he doesn't finish everything he starts.

Planning
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Tyler is at his best when given the freedom to tackle things his own way. If a due
date is not given, make sure he asks for the deadline. He needs variety; look for
academic situations that allow as much flexibility as possible. People with his
natural talents are at their best when they're not required to be too organized.
Rather than sticking to routines or steps made by others, he is good at going with
the flow, so keep encouraging that talent. Help him design a system that allows
for him to keep track of everything but doesn’t require too much effort to
maintain. For example, instead of having separate folders for different school
subjects, maybe he just has one important folder that holds everything. If he
wants to spend time grouping the items in that folder together that is great, but
if not, then at least everything is in one place.

Recognizing His Talent
You may find that Tyler tends to start something new before he completes what
he was working on. Which means the homework got left on the table instead of
being returned to the backpack or the dishes weren’t quite finished. If he is
getting into trouble for these things, help him him develop habits for the most
important tasks so he completes those (even if less important tasks get put
off).

What Not To Do
Forcing Tyler to do things in a sequential way, and always the same way, will
surely frustrate him and squash his terrific talent for multi-tasking.

Practical Suggestions
Also, help him make good decisions about what doesn't have to be finished. Can
he abandon the puzzle he was working on or quit soccer mid-season? Give Tyler
deadlines to help him understand what the expectations are. Does he have a
week to clean his room, or one hour?
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What is Quick Start?
Quick Start is the Action Mode that deals with the need to innovate. It is how we handle risk and
uncertainty.

Tyler's Quick Start Talent
Tyler's strength in Quick Start is to Innovate
solutions. You will see him do all or some of
these:

Experiment
Take risks
Do things at the last minute
Make deals
Originate ideas

Tyler's Strength
Anchoring

Adjusting

Tyler is sure to find novel ways to do things. He probably
adds to the ideas of others and suggests many of his
own. He needs to be different. It is important for him to
test the limits. Tyler is a natural at convincing people to
do something different and selling his ideas. For
example, he might offer to do dishes so he can choose
what to watch on TV. Doing things the same way every
time is boring for him.

Innovating
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Tyler may feel unable to express his innovative instincts at school. Usually there
are limited opportunities to choose how you will do your homework and grades
typically aren't given for originality. This can provide a challenge for Tyler.
Offer ideas for his teachers to give him options for ways of getting work done.
You may be surprised at how well things go when he can do them his way.
However, some teachers won't be as willing or have the same need to try new
things. Even so, help your child work on his ability to negotiate. Developing his
speaking skills and approach will give him a chance of convincing teachers to let
him try something different. Find out if he has flexibility to use video or slide
presentations, debates, oral reports, or role-playing as other ways of doing his
work.
When taking tests he should be encouraged to trust his hunch when he can't
think of the answer, unless he is taking a multiple choice test where wrong
guesses lower his score.

Recognizing His Talent
As he looks for unique ways of doing things, he needs to be free to experiment
with unknown outcomes. In fact, one of his strong suits is his ability to get
around road blocks. He needs to talk to brainstorm. He will most likely try to cut
deals for things like a larger allowance. Don't be surprised if you find he waits
until the last minute to really get going. That may make others uncomfortable,
but it's natural for him.

What Not To Do
Tied to the natural talent for coming up with great new solutions are the “flops.”
Your child has a large number of new options and ideas springing up all of the
time; however some of those ideas are not going to work out. Requiring,
expecting or demanding perfection could stifle his terrific ability to brainstorm
possibilities.

Practical Suggestions
There should be plenty of opportunities for Tyler to be able to use his creative
energy. Sports and other extracurricular activities allow for innovation and risktaking. Ask him to be the first to do things (like ride the new ride at an
amusement park). Challenge him to brainstorm what he might do if he lost his
house keys or encountered a wild animal. Watch the way he comes to life with
these opportunities to be totally unique.
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What is Implementor?
Implementor is the Action Mode that deals with the need to build. It is how we handle space and
tangibles.

Tyler's Implementor Talent
Tyler's strength in Implementor is to Build or
demonstrate something. You will see him do all
or some of these:

Physically show ideas
Build things that last
Care for living things
Naturally use tools and equipment
Explore the outdoors

Tyler's Strength
Imagining

Repairing

He is at his best when he works with his hands. When he
builds models, takes them apart, or presents them to
others, he is showing the world some of what he does
well. You probably find him working with animals, plants,
cars, materials or even sports equipment rather than
just talking about ideas. Sitting around and talking
doesn't meet his need for taking physical action.

Building
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Although he won't often be able to use his talent to build and demonstrate at
school, he will find chances if he looks for them. If possible, get him teachers
who are known for a more "hands-on" approach. He will be able to use his
talents in vocational and art classes, and perhaps instrumental music, but don't
let him avoid the academic aspect of his studies. Get him to use his talents to
prepare multimedia or video presentations of his work, demonstrate his
knowledge with his hands and in the science lab. Suggest that he have a prop or
something he can touch when giving oral reports. For Tyler, even using better
tools - a nice pen, for example - can make his homework more enjoyable.

Recognizing His Talent
It bugs Tyler when things don't work, are flimsy or poorly made. He needs to use
his mechanical abilities as much as possible. Examples of how he can use this
talent is in vocational, arts, and "hands-on" classes. Other ideas to demonstrate
his talents could be building models in science or math class, or being a
photographer for the school paper.

What Not To Do
“Keep your hands to yourself.” “Why won’t you just sit still?” It’s easy to push an
Implementor kid away from his talents. But remember, Tyler works best when he
has the opportunity to touch things and build concrete solutions. One other
thing, don’t think that there’s a relationship between Implementor and
intelligence. Really smart initiating Implementors will be most successful if they
can work with ‘stuff’ not just ‘ideas.’ They might end up being really smart
surgeons, sculptors or structural engineers, as long as they aren’t told to keep
their hands off everything.
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He may not say much, but he lets his actions speak for him. Watch for him to
show people how he feels by giving them something he made. Others will use
words more than he does, and he may not listen to long explanations. Although
it may help him to move around or hold things in his hand while people talk to
him, they might be bothered by this. Help him advocate for himself by explaining
that it helps him pay attention to what they're saying. When he has to speak, get
him using props and demonstrating with his hands whenever possible.

Practical Suggestions
When taking tests, he may find it helpful to draw sketches to help him
understand problems or situations. He may tend to write short essays. His best
bet is to write about the smells, sounds, and most importantly, the feel of things
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to help the reader see what he sees.
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The bottom line is that Tyler has an amazing set of talents and with your commitment to
helping him get the freedom to use his natural talents, you are definitely on the right path.
Key points to keep in mind:

It's up to Tyler to make the most of his gifts.
As someone who is important in his life, you can make a big difference in
helping him figure out how to develop his talents.
Remember that when he's at his best, Tyler starts the problem solving process
with Quick Start. Help him have the confidence to use this talent, even when
conventional wisdom is pushing him in another direction.
Kolbe doesn't give Tyler an excuse to not do what needs to get done. You can
get the results you want while empowering him to do it in a way that works best
for him.
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YOU'RE AT YOUR BEST WHEN
YOU ARE:

YOUR KOLBE Y RESULTS

Simplifying
the details and getting the specifics

Adapting
to whatever comes up

Innovating

These strengths are your natural
talents or abilities.

solutions

Building
how to solve the problem

Your own natural talents are important too, whether they are similar to or different from
your child's! All natural talents are equally valuable. You don't have to change who you are
for your child. Just be aware that what works for you may not work for him.
For additional information, refer back to the Parent Guide homepage where you’ll find
links to expanded information on Kolbe, the Parenting By Instincts article, and a copy of
your child’s Kolbe Y Result.
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